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1 Introduction 

The Commission made a commitment in the Communication adopted in 2018 to 
launch a pilot phase under Horizon 2020 to help bring national cybersecurity 

centres together into a network. To help on the creation of this network, one of 
the ongoing EU initiatives is the establishment of a Cybersecurity Atlas to provide 

a consistent overview of the cybersecurity expertise in the EU and to boost the 
collaboration. 

The Cybersecurity Atlas is a web application accessible through the following 
address: https://cybersecurity-atlas.ec.europa.eu 

This document contains the user guides for the different roles taking part in the 

piloting phase of the Atlas platform. The roles are: 

 Anonymous user: anyone accessing the Atlas portal without 

authenticating. This includes part of the public functionality, which is 
accessible by search engines. 

 Authenticated user: user that authenticates using EU Login and have their 

e-mail account validated. 

 Organisation representative: authenticated user that is responsible for 

providing detailed information about an organisation participating in the 
Atlas. Organisation representatives in the piloting phase were identified by 
the pilot coordinators and are explicitly granted access either to create a 

new organisation profile or to edit organisation data imported from the 
cybersecurity competence survey performed in 2018. 

 Moderator: this are the pilot project coordinators and additional/assistant 
moderators appointed by them. They are responsible for reviewing the 
organisation data and approving them before they are published in the 

Atlas. 

 Researcher: a cybersecurity researcher in one of the organisations listed 

participating in the Atlas. By default these researchers will be allowed to edit 
their profile or create a new profile. Profiles may already exist in the Atlas 
for researchers listed as key researchers by organisation representatives. 

However, any researcher may request the permission to create a new profile 
in the Atlas. 

 Administrator: the user responsible for assigning authenticated users to 
the specific roles and monitoring the moderation workflow. 

By default anyone that is enrolled in EU Login is allowed to see the public 

information in the Atlas. The other user roles must be explicitly assigned by the 
Atlas administrators upon request. 

The data of organisations registered in the Atlas is never automatically published 
and any modification to the information must be approved by a moderator. The 
following figure illustrates the states of an organisation, namely: draft, ready for 

publication, revision requested, and published. 

https://cybersecurity-atlas.ec.europa.eu/
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Figure 1. States of an organisation record in the Atlas platform 

The flow among the different states includes the following transitions as depicted 
in Figure 1: 

 An administrator creates a new draft of an organisation upon request by an 
organisation representative and assigns the rights for the representative to 

update this record. 

 When the organisation data is ready the organisation representative may 
declare it as ready for publication. 

 A relevant moderator from one of the network pilot projects (CONCORDIA, 
ECHO, SPARTA, CyberSec4Europe) or from ECSO reviews the organisation 

data and may publish it or request a revision. 

 If state is Revision requested the organisation representative can see the 
request and a revision log message describing the issue raised by the 

moderator that needs to be addressed. 

 The organisation representative can then modify the organisation data 

saving as a draft, or declare it ready for publication again, describing in the 
log messages how the moderator comments were addressed. 

 At any time, when the organisation data is published, ready for publication, 

or a revision is requested, the organisation representative may update the 
state to draft in order to update its content. 

The last organisation record in the published state is the one currently shown and 
considered in all Atlas public visualizations and functionalities, while the other 
states are intermediate revisions that are used to record the changes performed 

and the moderation workflow until a new published version of the organisation 
data is created. Data may be unpublished and deleted from the Atlas upon request 

from the respective organisation representatives to the administrator. 

This document is organized with sections focused on each of these user roles 
detailing the functionality and providing technical instructions on how to use the 

Atlas platform, namely: anonymous users, authenticated users, organisation 
representatives, moderators, and researchers.  



 

2 Anonymous users 

Anonymous users are allowed to see the following pages of the platform: 

 The welcome page describing the context and goals of the Atlas platform 

(see Figure 2). 

 The Help section menu containing the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 

and the Contact page (see Figure 3, Figure 6, and Figure 7). 

 The Access the platform link that redirects to the EU Login service. 

 

 

Figure 2. Welcome page. 

 

Figure 3. Help menu. 

The Competency Map menu item shows all organisations registered in the Atlas 
using waypoints to display their position in the map, with the possibility of filtering 

the organisations working on a specific cybersecurity domain and also filtering 
them by the country where they are located (Figure 4). 

 



 

 

Figure 4. Competency map 

Details about an organisation can be visualized by clicking on the map waypoint 
icon and then on the link “View details” of the organisation (see Figure 5). 



 

 

Figure 5. Access to the organisation details page 

 

 

Figure 6. Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) page. 



 

 

Figure 7. Contact form. 

 



 

3 Authenticated users 

In order to access the Atlas platform anonymous users have to authenticate using 
EU Login, which can be done by selecting the menu item “Access the platform” 

(see Figure 8). This menu item will redirect users to the EU Login authentication 
page (see Figure 9). 

 

Figure 8. Menu item to access the platform. 

 

 

Figure 9. EU Login authentication page. 

After authenticating the user will be able to access the Atlas public data and 

functionality. The Atlas uses a standard interface with a top menu bar in black, 
which allows users to see their username, links to view or edit their profile 

information, and an option to logout. The logout option is also replicated in the My 
account menu section. 

The first page shown after login is the Competency Map and the Help menu 

contains the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) and a contact form accessible 



 

through the link Contact. This information is also visible to anonymous users (see 

Section 2). 

The Charts and statistics menu (see Figure 10) has links to pages showing the 

number of organisations per country (see Figure 11), the list of organisations with 
additional filters (see Figure 12), the number of organisations per cybersecurity 
domain (see Figure 13), and the number of organisations per type (see Figure 14). 

 

 

Figure 10. Charts and statistics menu items. 

 

Figure 11. Number of organisations per country. 



 

 

Figure 12. List of organisations. 

 

Figure 13. Number of organisations per cybersecurity domain. 



 

 

Figure 14. Number of organisations per type. 

The taxonomy and glossary menu (see Figure 15) has a link to a page showing the 

knowledge domains and sectors definitions from the cybersecurity taxonomy.  

 

Figure 15. Taxonomy and glossary menu items. 



 

4 Organisation representatives 

Organisation representatives should contact the administrator to request the 
permissions to use the Atlas platform under this user role to manage their 

organisation data using the following e-mail address: 

EU-CYBERSECURITY-ATLAS@ec.europa.eu    

In this first contact e-mail they should provide: 

1. Their user id and e-mail address that was already enrolled in EU Login and 

was already used to access the Atlas platform as an authenticated user. 

2. The organisation name. 

3. The department or organisational unit 

4. The complete address including the street, number, city and country where 
the organisation is physically located. 

5. The organisation URL pointing to the specific department or organisational 
unit. 

6. Inform if the organisation is a member of ECSO or of one of the EU pilot 

projects to prepare the European Cybersecurity Competence Network. 

The Atlas administrator will then assign to the user a new organisation or an 

existing organisation, if the data was already imported in the Atlas, and grant 
access rights to the user so (s)he can add or update the organisation data. 

After access is granted, the user will see new menu links in the my account menu 

allowing her/him to see his/her organisations, the projects (s)he has coordinated, 
the projects the organisation has participated in, the list of the organisation’s key 

researchers, and the courses and training offered (see Figure 16). 

 

 

Figure 16. My account menu for organisation representatives. 

To edit the organisation data the user should click in the Organisations menu item 
in the my account menu, which will show the organisations registered under the 
account and the option to view and edit the data (see Figure 17). For each 

organisation registered under the user account the organisation representative will 
see the latest revision, which in Figure 17 is the current Published version, and the 

moderation message of the moderator that approved the data to be published. In 
order to edit the information and create a new revision the organisation 
representative just needs to follow the Edit link in the operations column, while to 

view the current published data the organisation name link should be accessed. 

 

Figure 17. Organisations in my account 

mailto:EU-CYBERSECURITY-ATLAS@ec.europa.eu


 

Figure 18 shows the form to edit the organisation data. The form is divided in tabs where 

the general information about the organisation is provided, the management contact, the 

knowledge, the research context, the list of key researchers, funding and projects, and 

courses and training. 

 

Figure 18. Form to edit the organisation data 

When defining the organisation knowledge the user can select the respective 
domain and then an additional selection option appears to allow the selection of 

the subdomains of expertise for each of the knowledge domains selected. Figure 
19 shows an example where the user selected the Cryptology domain and the 

subdomains selection box appeared. If a knowledge domain or subdomain is not 
in the list the user may also include other elements (see Figure 20). 

 



 

 

Figure 19. Selection of knowledge domains and subdomains 

 

Figure 20. Other knowledge domains and subdomains. 

The key researchers, coordinated projects, and courses and training information 

about the organisation are only listed in the organisation form, and after the 
organisation is saved the user can edit the details about these elements in the 
respective link in the my account menu. The following figures show the interface 

in the organisation form to register these elements, simply by typing their names 
(see Figure 21, Figure 22, and Figure 23). 

 

Figure 21. Key researchers form. 



 

 

Figure 22. Coordinated projects form. 

 

Figure 23. Courses and training form. 

The final step after completing all the organisation data is to save it. In this step 

it is important to fill in the revision log message describing briefly the changes 
made to the organisation data, and to select the appropriate state. The user can 
select the draft state, if the organisation data is not yet ready to be published and 

(s)he wishes to make changes to it, or to select the ready for publication state. If 
the ready for publication state is select the organisation data will be only visible to 

one of the moderators, which will review the data and publish it, or, in case any 
inconsistencies are detected, the moderator will request a revision from the 
organisation representative. 

When saving the organisation information validation messages must be checked 
for each of the tabs, otherwise the platform will not allow the data to be saved. 

For example, if the user provides a negative number for the number of researchers 
in the tab “Researchers”, and when saving the data this tab is not selected the 
error message will not be seen while the form will not allow the data to be saved. 

 

Figure 24. Revision log message when saving the organisation data. 

The organisation representative can monitor the status of the data provided in the 

my account menu by selecting the organisations menu item. When the 



 

organisation representative is working on the data and is not ready for publication 

it should save it in the draft revision state (see Figure 25). 

 

Figure 25. Organisation on working draft state. 

In case the organisation moderator has detected inconsistencies the organisation 

representative can see in the organisations menu item the moderation state 
revision requested and in the moderation message the specific requests made by 

the moderator (see Figure 26). 

 

Figure 26. Organisation list with moderation message revision requested. 

If a revision is requested the organisation representative is expected to update the 

organisation data in draft state and, when (s)he is confident the requests made by 
the moderator are fulfilled, to once more change the state to ready for publication.  

The organization representative will also receive an e-mail notification whenever a 

revision is requested by a moderator. 

The moderator and organisation representative may interact multiple times with 

the revision state going from ready to publication to revision requested until the 
organisation data is finally accepted for publication by the moderator. 



 

5 Moderators 

The moderator interface is accessible through the my account menu by selecting 
the moderated organisations item (see Figure 27). The moderator can then 

visualize all the organisation revisions and select the ones currently marked as 
ready for publication that require an action from him/her. Additionally, the 

moderator may list only the organisations ready for publication that are a member 
of one of the competence network pilot projects or of ECSO (see Figure 28). 

 

 

Figure 27. Moderated organisations. 

 

 

Figure 28. Moderated organisation ready for publication. 

To publish or request a revision the moderator should click in the Moderate link in 
the list of moderated organisations, which will then open the moderation interface 

(see Figure 29). In this interface the moderator can see the current version of the 
published organisation data in the View tab, all the revisions including the log 

messages detailing revision requested and the description of how the organisation 
representatives have modified the data in the Revisions tab, and the latest version 
of the organisation data in the Latest version tab (see Figure 29). The moderator 

receives an e-mail notification when the organizations for which (s)he is 
responsible is ready for publication. 

There are two situations possible for moderation, a new institution that has just 
joined the Atlas and the moderator must check if the data is consistent, or an 
institution that updated/modified its content after the first registration. In the 

second case it is useful to compare the current published data (View tab in Figure 
29) with the data in the current revision (Latest revision tab in Figure 29) to 

evaluate the changes made. 

In the Latest version tab the moderator can publish the organisation data or 
request a revision if (s)he sees inconsistencies or issues with the data provided by 

the organisation representative. Moderators may request multiple revisions until 
the data is finally published in the Atlas platform. 



 

 

Figure 29. Moderation interface. 

Moderators may also consult in the moderated organisations item in the my 

account menu the list of published organisations and the respective moderation 
messages (see Figure 30). 

 

Figure 30. Moderated organisation published. 



 

6 Researchers 

Researchers are registered in the Atlas by organisation representatives when 
providing the organisation information, however, the representative may not be in 

the position to provide all the detailed information about each researcher. For this 
reason, researchers may request to be allowed access to manage their data in the 

Atlas. Access is allowed up request to the administrators using the following e-mail 
address: 

EU-CYBERSECURITY-ATLAS@ec.europa.eu 

The researcher must have an EU Login user and should have accessed the Atlas 
as an authenticated user. After access is granted the researcher will have access 

to the Researchers menu item in the my account menu (see Figure 31). 

 

 

Figure 31. Researchers menu item in my account. 

In the researchers menu item the user can see his/her profile and edit their information. 
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